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The following information shall be included in specifications prepared for use on all University of Cincinnati projects. This information is supplemental and not intended to be a complete specification.

GENERAL STANDARDS
(No standards for this section.)

PRODUCT STANDARDS

Product Manufacturers
The manufacturers and the product numbers listed in Product Accessories are the only acceptable products to be specified. No alternatives will be accepted.

Product Requirements
Sanitary Napkin Devices – Specify a surface-mounted sanitary napkin disposal unit for every stall of all women’s toilet rooms. Sanitary napkin dispensers shall not be specified for women’s toilet rooms.

Garment Hooks – Specify a door-mounted garment hook for every stall in all toilet rooms.

Utility Shelves – Specify a stainless steel wall-mounted utility shelf for personal items (books, water bottles, etc.) for every toilet room.

Wall Mirrors – Specify common-sized metal framed mirrors without shelves. Coordinate mirror locations to prevent image reflections through room entrances.

Changing Tables – Specify baby changing tables in toilet rooms of buildings with extensive public access (auditoriums, medical teaching, etc.). One changing table shall be installed in each men’s and each women’s toilet room on every floor.

Toilet Seat – Specify elongated, open front seats for all toilet locations.

Product Accessories
Dispensers – Check with Facilities Management stock room at 556-4389 for currently supported soap, towel, toilet paper dispensers and accessories.

EXECUTION STANDARDS
(No standards for this section.)

--- END OF SECTION ---